
SALVATION SEQUENCE 

 

Crucifixion Evening 

 

In the end 

the very smell of life, 

of death,  

is gone. 

The wind has carried all the cinder seeds away. 

The stake your pain-hot body charred - 

a shrivelled stump, a pimple on the earth. 

 

Long and low and endless is the whining of the void. 

The life you sang is jammed by no sound 

pierced into my mind. 

This crucifixion 

dark and deep and timeless is. 

 

They say that, from the wood, 

a bud will thrust and burst to flower, 

that streams will spring at dawn, 

that once again your feet will print  

the road past this dead-end. 

 

Maybe. 

 

I know there was a day 

when you were all the joy and pain 

before my eyes - 

my eyes that rose on cross-tipped hills. 

 

Emmaus 

 

The sheaves of grief we left as words upon that hill 

have found their way back to our minds, 

but have no meaning now. 

The hearts we left to rot in shame outside that tomb 

have brought the pulse back to our lives 

without their memories. 

 

Forgotten we have not, but - 

     stranger, stay awhile - 

          there's something is forgiven. 

     Will you share bread with us? 

          (I recognise your smile) 

  Christ! 

               broken bread from heaven. 

 

 

 



Comforter 

 

Whose fanned wings blew the dust away, 

whose song starts out from where he soars before, 

who spritely gashes the cloud with flame, 

whose diving trail is light-fall in my eyes: 

 

he brought me light in eyes 

that never really looked on now 

till now 

when, windfall, he 

within, without my window 

winged his way 

and dropped the food of love you share with me. 

 

Blessing 

 

Sweat in the sward-trodden season for silage 

that soaks, seeping downwards, like silt of broken soil 

and sticks on the stalks pitched for piling together 

and gells with the juices pressed out from hauled-high hay... 

 

Sift in the evening the grain of day's yielding, 

while grime softly shines in your sabbath-won gaze: 

your hands hold the hope wholly hewn from earth's manger. 

May dews of his rising refresh your life-loved years. 
 

 
Note: In the second stanza of Comforter I would nowadays as happily 

write 'she' as 'he'. 


